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Brain Bee Creates Buzz, 
Promotes Learning 
EMILY MISENCIK '14 
FEATURES EDITOR 
How much does the average 
adult human brain weigh? If 
you guess three pounds, you 
might enjoy attending a Brain 
Bee Competition, an academic 
competition that has gained 
significant "buzz" from high 
school students across the 
country. The competition, simi· 
lar in format to the classic 
spelling bee, tests students' 
knowledge about t he brain. 
Trinity College hosted the 4th 
Annual Brain Bee Competition 
on Sunday, Feb. 6 in the 
Rittenberg Lounge, attracting 
an impressive bunch of science 
savvy high school students. 
High school students in 
grades 9 to 12 were eligible to 
participate at the local competi-
tion, testing their knowledge in 
areas ranging from sensation 
and perception to learning and 
memory. Winners advance to 
the National Brain Bee, the 
second qualifying round. Only 
National winners are invited to 
attend the International Brain 
Bee, where high school stu· 
dents from across the globe 
compete and answer questions 
to determine the winner. 
Vishakha Negi captured the 
coveted local title, wining a free 
trip to the National Brain Bee 
Competition in Baltimore, 
Maryland on March 18 and 19 
Regardless of the final out-
come, all participants were 
viewed as winners by gaining 
valuable knowledge about t he 
brain. 
An Associate Professor of 
Psychology and Neuroscience 
at Trinity, Sarah Raskin, 
organized the event in honor of 
the Society for Neuroscience's 
annual Brain Awareness Week, 
which is held between March 
14 and 20 this year. The society 
asks educators to reach out to 
local areas and recommends 
hosting a Brain Bee to inform 
high school students about neu-
see TRINITYon page 9 
Trinity Joins National 
Research Initiative 
KARISA CENERA '14 
STAFF WRITER 
This year, Trinity College 
has become an associate mem-
ber in the National Genomics 
Research Initiative. The 
Program, which consists of 
yearlong course, will allow 
students to do research on 
phages, bacterial viruses 
found in soil. "This will be a 
great opportunity to provide 
our undergraduates with an 
individual research project 
beginning with their first 
semester at Trinity," said 
Associate Professor of Biology 
and Director of the Genomic 
Research Program Kathleen 
Archer, in a press release. 
The National Genomics 
Research Initiative, which 
operates under the Science 
Education Alliance (SEA) , was 
created by the Howard 
Hughes Medical Institute 
(HHMI) in 2007, promotes sci· 
entific exploration for under-
graduate students by inspir-
ing them to work in the sci· 
ence related fields. The 
Genomics Research Initiative 
is the Alliance's first program, 
which admitted 12 full mem-
bers and 14 associate mem-
bers, including Trinity 
College, this year. The course 
is now underway in 29 states 
as well as Puerto Rico. 
The SEA was launched in 
2008-09 starting with only 12 
member schools. After a com-
petitive application process in 
2009 and 2010, the program 
chose 24 additional SEA 
Universities and colleges and 
four associate members . To 
date the program has featured 
1,700 students at 40 different 
schools and has analyzed and 
isolated at least 1,400 bacteri-
al virus' and DNA sequences . 
Trinity College applied for 
admission in November of 
2010 and recently received 
confirmation that they would 
become an associate member 
in September of this year. The 
new members are "very 
diverse with respect to their 
PHOTO COURTESY OF: Trinity College eQuad 
Dr. Archer leads new genomic program. 
see GENOMICS on page 7 
Trinity College Partnets with Fudan 
ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13 
NEWS EDITOR 
On Jan. 14, President Jones 
signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding with Fudan 
University in Shanghai, China, 
marking the creation of the 
Trinity-in-Shanghai study 
abroad program. 
Beginning in the fall 2012 
semester, the program will join 
the seven other Trinity pro-
grams as an option for students 
who wish to study abroad. 
Fudan, China's third-ranked 




BRIANNA GROSS '13 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
A full house is waiting in 
anticipation as the lights go 
down on the performance lab 
in Trinity Commons. Every 
seat is taken, and more people 
spill onto the floor in the front, 
sitting on mats and the hard 
floor, damp with slush and 
snow dragged in from outside. 
A spotlight shines for an 
instant on a black box placed 
in the center of the stage. On 
top, a scarf is draped over an 
indiscernible object. Then the 
lights go out completely and 
out walk The Moveable 
Joints!. 
Trinity College's only 
improv group held their first 
show of the semester, as well 
as auditions , the night of 
Saturday Feb. 5. At the show, 
Vincent Moore '11, Sean 
Zimmer '11, Briana Feigon '11, 
Liv Whitney '13, and Liam 
Doran '14, welcomed back 
their sixth member, Anson 
McCook ' 12 who studied 
abroad last semester. Maybe 
it was the addition of McCook, 
see SENIOR on page 13 
ties with several major institu· 
tions in the U.S., including 
Harvard, Yale, and Princeton, 
but Trinity is the first liberal 
arts college to establish a for-
mal partnership with the 
school. 
"The initiatives upon which 
we are now launched with 
Fudan will prove invaluable to 
Trinity faculty and students as 
the Fudan-Trinity association 
becomes a reality," said Jones. 
"I am delighted with the 
progress our College is making 
with one of China's most distin-
guished educational institu-
tions." 
This will be the first oppor-
tunity for students who wish to 
attend a semester long Trinity 
program in China, but the 
College has had a summer 
study abroad program in China 
for two years. The month long 
study is an investigation of four 
cities along the Yangtze River, 
and has drawn a good deal of 
interest since its creation. The 
see CREATION on page 8 
Musical Performance 
Inspires Eco-Awareness 
MADELINE BAUM '14 
FEATURES EDITOR 
The joy of playing drums 
on pots and pans is far from 
over, according to Israeli wind 
instrument player and land-
scape architect Gil Bohadana. 
Bohadana, who visited Trinity 
on Thursday Feb . 3 as a stop 
on his "Flutes Around the 
Globe" tour, turns recycled 
materials into working instru-
ments in an effort to demon-
strate to audiences the impor-
tance of sustainability and to 
instill a love of music across 
the world. 
With his wife, Hagit 
Rosmarin, the couple per-
forms "Flutes around the 
Globe" for audiences across 
the world. Bohadana started 
the ECO Music Project as an 
initiative to raise awareness 
about environmental conser-
vation and music. 
The project employs three 
strategies - the first is the 
"green sounds workshop" in 
which Bohadana builds 
instruments from recycled 
materials. 
The next component, "the 
groovy junkyard," is a per-
formance where Bohadana 
plays on the recycled instru -
ments. For the last element, 
Bohadana constructs large 
Some ofBohadana's exotic instruments. 
durable instruments that are 
installed in outdoor public 
locations for common usage in 
what he calls a "Musical 
Garden." 
Bohadana gave a presenta· 
tion during Common Hour, 
demonstrating his strategies 
for spreading music across the 
world. Bohadana said that he 
especially enjoys playing for 
elementary schools with 
young children. 
"Our aim is to give them 
the best experience from the 
first time they play," 
Bohadana said. "It is very 
easy to talk to young kids 
about music." 
By exposing children to 
music early on, it instills in 
see ISRAELI on page 9 
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Tripod Editorial 
Ninna Appreciates the Unappreciated 
This past Sunday morning, 
upon walking through the door 
of a Stop & Shop, I was detained 
by a cluster of smiling-faced indi-
viduals (something that most 
Stop & Shop customers know 
never happens). Not only were 
they smiling, but they were there 
to sell me Girl Scout cookies, a 
type of food that holds an unsur 
passed position in my heart. 
After relieving them of four 
boxes, I walked back to the car 
and joined my fellow passengers, 
waxing lyrical on the worthiness 
of whomever came up with Thin 
Mints and Samoas. I even went 
so far as to suggest that the indi-
vidual would be a deserving 
recipient of the Nobel Prize, 
(Though I'm slightly unclear 
under which category these cook-
ies would fall. Peace? Physics? 
You decide) . This comment 
launched a discussion about 
other people or things that have 
been underappreciated for far 
too long, and my friend suggest-
ed I make this the topic of my 
editorial. 
I realized that while the 
Tripod is often used as a medium 
to express opinions, the over-
whelming majority of these are 
complaints or objections. I firmly 
believe in using print for praise 
in addition to protestations, so I 
now dedicate the rest of this 
space to lauding people and 
things I believe deserve far more 
recognition tha'Ii' currently 
awarded. 
To start off, I'd like to give a 
shout-out to the multi-colored 
retractable ballpoint pen. 
Remember those? You got four, 
five, sometimes seven different 
colors in just ONE handy object. 
Where did those go? For that 
matter, where did Jelly Roll pens 
go? Unfairly categorized as only 
useful for middle school girls ink-
ing Aaron Carter hearts all over 
their binders, these pens had the 
smoothest ink flow ever, and the 
pen itself was extremely aesthet-
ically pleasing. 
Speaking of aesthetically 
pleasing, snaps for whoever cre-
ated the Daily Puppy website. 
After a fair amount of research I 
still cannot discover the identity 
of the genius who created this 
visual treat, but I, along with 
thousands of other procrastina-
tors, owe countless moments of 
oohing and aahing to this stash 
of adorable photos. 
If the Daily Puppy is my visu-
al underappreciated choice, then 
ABBA is my pick for underrated 
auditory pleasure. I choose them 
not only out of Swedish pride, 
but because they inspired a hit 
musical and then a movie, they 
are sampled in countless songs 
("Hung up" by Madonna any-
one?) and because of their fan-
tastic hairstyles. Gimme! 
Gimme! Gimme! some more of 
that kind of music. 
I spent a lot of time trying to 
think of which food I wanted to 
recognize, but decided instead to 
thank the wonderful person who 
decided to make cupcakes 
trendy. It boggles my mind that 
in this stringently health-con-
scious outlook of the fashionable , 
these caloric extravagances slid 
under the radar. Clearly we just 
need to make food more endear 
ing in order for it to be consid-
ered gourmet. 
Maybe it's because I'm far too 
easily entertained, but I still rel-
ish every time I get to go through 
a revolving door. Even if you 
can't appreciate the experience 
now, don't tell me you didn't love 
promenading round and round 
as a kid. Think of the opportuni-
ties for comedy; if you don't laugh 
at that scene in Elf as Will 
Ferrell runs in circles screaming, 
then you need to re-examine the 
state of your soul. 
I wanted to save the last com-
mendation for something relat-
ing to Trinity, and after consider 
ing many valuable assets of the 
college-the people who work at 
the Help Desk, Cinestudio, and 
the Watkinson library were all 
finalists-I decided to recognize 
the Koeppel Community Sports 
Center. Firstly, it's a great look-
ing facility. Secondly, it's open to 
the community in ways many 
other resources of the school 
aren't. The center is the home 
rink for two high school hockey 
teams, an adult men's hockey 
league, and also the site for 
birthday parties, public skating, 
and Speed Skating. Have you 
ever watched Speed Skating? It's 
far more badass than the name 
would have you believe. 
To come to a more overarch-
ing conclusion, I know that I 
often hear people verbally praise 
things, people, or ideas that they 
like; however for some reason, 
it's always the complaints that 
get printed, not the compliments. 
From where I stand, an article 
dedicated to pointing out the 
pros, not only the cons, is just as 
important, and deserves more 
space in all kinds of publica-
tions-not just the Trinity 
Tripod. 
-NGD 
Growing Up: A Two-Year Reflection 
Recently, I re-read the very 
first article I wrote for the 
Tripod. Entitled "A Day in the 
Life of a Freshman Girl," the 
article documents my first week 
on campus, and although it was 
only two years ago I no longer 
feel like the same eighteen-year 
old girl I was then. Flashing back 
to June Days before I matriculat-
ed at Trinity, I remembered 
vividly a speech President Jones 
made to all of us. In his fatherly 
way, President Jones told us the 
next four years of our lives would 
result in the most growth, devel-
opment, and change within our 
selves. 
I remember thinking how 
untrue that statement.must be. I 
was eighteen after all and I had 
life all figured out in my mind. I 
wasn't going to change. I really 
believed the friends I had then 
would be the friends I have now, 
that the boyfriend I had then 
would be the one I have now, and 
that my manner of thinking, 
behaving, and understanding 
would remain steadfast. 
During those first few weeks 
I felt the same as I always had. I 
was quiet, observant, and some-
what insecure. Gradually, how-
ever, I felt myself drift away and 
shed many of my behaviors. In 
an environment in which I had 
no one to stand up for me, no one 
to motivate me, and no one to 
guide me I was forced to become 
stronger. I was forced to fight my 
own battles and take responsibil-
ity for my grades, my friends, 
and myself. I realized that out of 
necessity, I had to fight off the 
insecurities and out of ambition I 
had to, simply, grow up. 
In the last two years I've 
experienced more than I ever 
thought I would. At eighteen, I 
thought I had experienced 
enough to know what I wanted 
out of life and enough to know 
how to handle my friendships 
and relationships. I really could 
not have been more naive. In the 
past five semesters, I've stum-
bled upon happiness, friendship, 
disappointment, regret, and 
pride, and without my high 
school bubble I had to handle 
these range of emotions and 
experiences on my own. As a 
result, many of the friends I had 
in childhood are now nostalgic 
acquaintances and the typical 
high school boyfriend is one of 
the past. 
As I look forward to my last 
three semesters before entering 
the terrifying adult world, I 
know I'll most likely look back at 
this editorial with more wisdom 
and more experience. Reflecting 
back on my life, I've found that 
despite the many wonderful 
classes I've had the privilege of 
taking, much of my learning and 
development in college has come 
from outside the classroom. I 
learned what it means to have 
true friendships in the hallways 
of North Campus at 4 a .m. I 
learned what it means to stand 
up for myself when the Tripod, is 
criticized cruelly and without 
respect, and I learned what it 
means to be happy when discov-
ering that insecurities are a 
giant waste of precious energy. 
So, to my First-year friends 
out there remember to look back 
and reflect upon your years at 
Trinity before its too late. 
Although you may not believe it 
now, I bet you will not feel the 
same when you are a second 
semester junior and I bet you 
will laugh, cry, and learn more in 
the coming years than you ever 
believed possible. 
-ADP 
rtpo itona s represent t e views o t e e x ecutive oar o 'U! ruuty rtpo , 
comprised of the Ed itor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor. 
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The Trinity Tripod 
Internet Advances Egyptian Protests 
MEREDITH MclAUGID.JN '11 
CO TRIBUTING WIUTER 
During the first few days of 
the protests in Egypt, a steady 
flow of Internet updates from 
friends, both Egyptian and 
expatriates in Cairo, reassured 
me that things were proceeding 
safely. Many of the cynics barely 
acknowledged the demonstra-
tions at first because they were 
so doubtful anything would 
come out of them. 
An e-mail from my American 
friend in Cairo on Jan. 26 read, 
"I'd be shocked if the political 
situation actually shifted in 
Egypt-President Mubarak has 
been in power for 30 years and 
has a strong authoritarian grip 
on what is really a controlled 
police state. As for the protests, 
several thousand people show-
ing up out of a city of 20 million 
is not really that impressive." 
His skepticism is under-
standable. When I lived in Cairo 
for three months this past sum-
mer, the absolute control of 
Mubarak's regime was appar 
ent. I almost had my camera 
confiscated by a soldier while 
trying to take a picture of the 
presidential palace out of the 
window of a taxi. A truck full of 
soldiers with automatic rifles 
permanently parked outside my 
apartment building in a quiet 
residential neighborhood was a 
constant reminder of state con-
trol. 
I once had a conversation 
with an Egyptian lawyer who 
told me that anyone on the 
street could be stopped without 
cause, asked for their identifica-
tion, and arrested. Those who 
could afford legal services had a 
chance of being released, but 
many got lost in the system. 
Egypt had been suffering 
economically for years, making 
the quality of life intolerable for 
many, but any opposition groups 
that proposed change were 
quickly silenced by the regime. 
While I had some friends who 
were outspoken against 
Mubarak, the majority seemed 
not only too intimidated to 
speak up, but also too apathetic 
to bother. There was a pervasive 
sense of hopelessness whenever 
I brought up politics with 
Egyptians, and they seemed 
resigned that nothing would 
change. 
After a corrupt and disap-
pointing parliamentary election 
this past fall, it seemed improb-
able that anything would hap-
pen that could challenge the 
brutal status quo that has been 
preserved for 30 years. 
But the progress the protes-
tors have made is remarkable. 
They have persevered and 
protested peacefully for almost 
two weeks despite the regime's 
attempts to suppress them and 
incite violence. 
The concessions Mubarak 
has been forced to make were 
unthinkable only months ago, 
and the persistence of the pro-
testors indicates he may be ulti-
mately forced to relinquish 
power before next fall. The 
Egyptian military, a large and 
intimidating force that is bol-
stered by $1.3 billion in U.S. aid, 
has surprisingly stayed neutral 
in the struggle and allowed the 
continued demonstrations. The 
popular uprising has even suc-
ceeded in turning the U.S. 
against its longstanding ally in 
favor of a new government. 
The recent events in Egypt 
are extraordinary, and for many 
young people who have never 
known an Egypt without 
Mubarak, it will be a defining 
moment in their lives. 
The role of young Egyptians 
and students in the protests has 
been crucial, as has their use of 
social media sites to mobilize 
demonstrators. Similar to the 
Iranian demonstrations last 
year, people are communicating 
over Facebook and Twitter to 
give support, express their 
anger, report their version of 
current events, and organize the 
details of the protests. 
One of my Egyptian friends 
was making interesting points 
on the wall of her Facebook the 
other night. She was calling for 
the protests to continue until 
Mubarak was out of power, 
while another Egyptian wrote 
that enough was enough, and 
that stability should be restored 
under Mubarak until next fall. 
The very issue that brought pro 
and anti-Mubarak protestors 
into vicious clashes all over the 
country was being heatedly 
debated on a Facebook wall. It 
was absurd and exciting at the 
same time. 
Another friend, an American 
living in Cairo wrote, "I'd lie if I 
say I didn't feel very cool when 
asked to join my neighborhood 
militia to protect homes and 
stores. In the end I volunteered 
to make the coffee. The arsenal 
included ancient revolvers, a 
Louisville Slugger baseball bat, 
swords and countless table 
legs." This lighthearted perspec-
tive on the very serious problem 
of looting and public skirmishes 
between protestors was espe-
cially powerful because it was so 
personal and sincere. 
Many of my friends and fel-
low students around the world 
have entered similar global 
exchanges on Facebook by join-
ing the Virtual "March of 
Millions." While this gesture 
may seem insignificant, I can 
guarantee that the outpouring 
of international support has 
been encouraging for the mil-
lions of Egyptians who have had 
to endure terrible violence thus 
far and will face brutal reprisals 
from the state if they are not 
successful. 
Furthermore, these online 
communities are helpful in gen-
erating a personal interest 
about events occurring a world 
away. They reinforce commonal-
ities between the American col-
lege student and the Egyptian 
student protestor, making the 
Egyptian cause more relatable. 
By Jan. 27, Mubarak's 
regime recognized the Internet 
as a major threat and shut it 
down throughout the country 
for almost a week. Now that 
Egypt is back online, the online 
activity from people on the 
ground is improving communi-
cation and adding momentum to 
the protests. 
The power of online connec-
tions is one of the great revela-
tions of the uprising in Egypt, 
and proves that social media 
sites are becoming an essential 
part of political activism for our 
generation. 
Second-hand Smoke: Sharing Isn't Caring 
BOMINA KIM '14 
OPINIONS EDITOR 
Attention, smokers! Please 
get a room. Or some nicotine 
patches, because I can't stand 
your cancerous clouds of 
smoke any longer. 
Before the defense begins 
and I am deemed public 
enemy number one, I'd like to 
state that I'm not here to lec-
ture anyone about the risks or 
prices of a pack of smokes; 
that is your mother's job. 
Besides, everyone is already 
aware of the numerous harm-
ful effects of smoking, and so 
on and so forth. My problem 
lies in where you're smoking, 
which is everywhere. 
Now I understand that this 
isn't high school, and an indi-
vidual should have the free-
dom to inhale as many toxins 
and nicotine as he or she 
wants. But on that same note, 
an individual should also have 
the freedom to breathe in 
clean air, which is a near 
impossibility at Trinity. Non-
smokers really don't have a 
choice in the matter since the 
air is polluted with cigarette 
smoke wherever you go-the 
Long Walk, outside dorm 
rooms, and at the entrance to 
the library, to name a few 
places. It feels unfairly one-
sided to me. 
Limits do not seem to be 
much of a problem for smok-
ers, especially since a quick 
trip to the Underground 
Coffee House will replenish 
supplies at a whim. 
Frequency and quantity are 
not the only limits that smok-
ers seem to lack. On the moral 
front, there is a lack of consid -
eration for students with 
asthma, groups of children, or 
the elderly. 
In the effort to promote a 
healthier lifestyle, there are 
see KEEP page 4 
Can We Get a Degree 
of Difficulty, Please? 
IANBAIN'12 
CONTIUBUTING WIUTER 
Can I get a degree of diffi-
culty, please? Has anyone 
noticed this key component 
missing from the manner in 
which our papers are being 
graded at all educational lev-
els? You flip on some Olympic 
diving and other than the 
slightly effeminate young men 
and the foxy young ladies jump-
ing off stuff, what do you see? 
You see a score for execution 
and a degree of difficulty multi-
your paper like a pumped up 
firing squad. 
So again I ask, where is the 
degree of difficulty? Where is 
the reward for risky, innovative 
reading of text? Maybe you 
don't have the time to brick up 
every avenue for criticism but 
can't we appreciate the nobility 
in striking out on your own, try-
ing to see things in a new and 
inventive way? If that's not 
what we think the college edu-
cation is all about then I'd say 
we've got some serious re-eval-
uating to do. 
Can't we 
plier. In almost all 
sports where judg-
ing is the means of 
qualifying talent, 
that two score for 
mula is the format. 
So what is a 
teacher's grade on 
your paper except 
his or her judgment 
of your work quan-








American Dream of 
literature. I know 
that sounds cliche, 
but in some ways 
it's a process that is 
romantic and 
loaded with symbol-
ism. Boccacio, in his 
lectures on the 
Dante's Inferno, 
in striking 
out on your 
own, trying 
to see things 
ina new and 
inventive 
way? 
Still, I can't tell 
you the number of times I've 
received a B+ with the tantaliz-
ing comment, "Great ideas that 
need to be more fully devel-
oped." Honestly, if I read that at 
the bottom of a paper one more 
time, I'm headed for the loony 
biu. The teacher is the one that 
' . gives you the page require-
ment, yet because you tackled a 
complex and interesting topic 
and didn't have enough blank 
page to fully illuminate every 
gloomy corner of intellectual 
space, now you're getting it 
stuck to you. 
Meanwhile, if you had been 
boring enough to keep your 
paper relegated to one of our 
favorite standards, "my paper 
is about race, gender, or the 
protagonist," etc., not to over 
generalize, by all means nail 
. that topic down like it's the top 
of a vampire coffin. Bang away 
at the same two or three 
themes for five pages until 
you've talked them to death 
and your bleary eyed professor 
has no choice but to give you 







preached to the city of Florence 
that to read a text and find your 
own unique truth in the process 
was the hand of God creating 
new knowledge and new truth. 
Maybe it's not that extreme, 
but what we do with every 
paper is creation. But create 
something new; not some stock-
canned reading of your text 
that you picked up while 
Googling or Sparknoting the 
book. 
So I call out to you, the 
administration. Start putting 
the incentive and reward back 
in a place to inspire our colle-
giate minds. Make us stand on 
our own two feet and THINK. 
And when we do, don't tell us 
our ideas aren't fully formed. 
Give some credit to those hardy 
few that are engaging with dif-
ficulty in our conceptions and in 
our analysis . When you see that 
work, recognize the degree of 
difficulty as a partner to execu-
tion. Deserve both respect and 
admiration in this inescapable 
culture of grades and our insa-
tiable need to qualify. 
Opinio~s put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff. 
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Supreme Court Case 




Literate? ZACH SONENSHINE '11 SENIOR EDITOR 
One man will hold the fate 
of President Obama's health-
care plan, and perhaps his 
legacy. That man is Supreme 
Court Justice, Anthony 
Kennedy. 
Obama's historic bill, which 
was signed into law last 
spring, will undoubtedly reach 
the nation's highest Court, 
particularly in light of recent 
district court rulings. Thus far 
four district courts have ruled 
on the healthcare law-two 
have ruled in favor, and two 
have ruled against. 
A large function of the 
Supreme Court is settling dis-
putes in lower courts. But it 
may be difficult for the 
Supreme Court to settle this 
dispute if they themselves are 
so divided. The Court is more 
polarized now than in any 
other period in recent history. 
There are four clear liberals, 
and four clear conservatives. 
Only Justice Anthony Kennedy 
is in the center. 
Kennedy was nominated to 
the highest Court by President 
Ronald Reagan, making him 
the second most senior Justice 
behind Justice Scalia. 
President Reagan nominated 
Kennedy after two failed 
attempts to secure a "true" 
conservative on the bench. 
Kennedy's nomination, in a 
sense, was a compromise. He 
was believed to be conservative 
enough, but not so conserva-
tive as to offend the democrat-
ic majority. He was confirmed 
quickly and easily. 
For much of Kennedy's 
tenure on the Court, he and 
Associate Justice Sandra Day 
O'Connor controlled the center 
of the Court, but when 
O'Connor retired to care for 
her ailing husband, she was 
replaced by SamuelAlito, leav-
ing Kennedy to single-handed-
ly steer the center of the Court. 
In the Court's latest com-
plete term, Justice Kennedy 
was in the Majority in 11 of the 
16 cases that were decided by a 
five to four vote. Indeed, 
Kennedy tips the balance of 
the Court. Particularly since 
Justice O'Connor's retirement, 
Kennedy and the Court have 
shifted to the right. 
However, notwithstanding 
Kennedy's shift to the right in 
recent years, he will uphold 
Obama's healthcare law, and 
preserve the President's legacy 
when the case reaches the 
Court. 
Indeed, Kennedy is a con-
servative - at least politically. 
Prior to being nominated to the 
Court by President Reagan, 
Kennedy had a number of ties 
to the Republican party. 
However, Kennedy has a 
defined and explicable liberal 
streak. This streak, which is 
defined by a reverence for 
international law and 
grandiose romanticism for the 
role of the Court, leaves many 
conservatives feeling betrayed 
by a man so close to Mr. 
Conservative himself, Ronald 
Reagan. 
Kennedy's involvement in 
international law runs deeper 
than any of his colleagues on 
the Court, and his contribution 
of international law to 
American law exceeds that of 
any justice in American histo· 
ry. In 2005, the Court heard 
arguments for Roper v. 
Simmons, a case that asked 
whether it was constitutional 
to impose capital punishment 
on minors under the age of 18. 
In a five to four decision, 
Justice Kennedy wrote the 
majority opinion for the liberal 
wing of the Court that ulti-
mately became more contro· 
versial than the outcome of the 
case itself. 
Yourselves 
continued from page 3 
an increasing number of col-
leges that are banning smok-
ing on or even near the cam -
pus. Although a flat-out ban 
seems too extreme, the call for 
restriction is wholly seconded. 
Unrestricted smokers are the 
human equivalent of factories 
to air pollution. Decisions 
regarding lifestyle choices are 
only private if they are not 
negatively affecting others, 
which cannot be said for pub-
lic smoking. 
If smokers are incapable of 
finding a secluded place inde-
pendently, the administration 
should establish designated 
smoking areas that the rest of 
In his majority opinion, us could avoid. It shouldn't 
Kennedy maintained that h t t th. k 
. ave o come o is, so smo -
smce 1990, only seven other t bl · k h 
. . ers , s op owing smo e w er· 
countries have executed Juve· d ll 1 
. ever you amn we p ease. 
niles, and smce then each of y, k h 
those countries have either I oul nohw wt 0 you are.t . t 
. n s or , my reques is no 
abolished or disavowed that f 1. . t . b t th . . or e imina 10n, u ra er 
practice. Kennedy writes , 1 t. It' f · t th t " . re oca ion. s air o say a 
... the Umted States now littl t f th 
stands alone in a world that a e respec or e commu· 
nal air is called for, so keep has turned its face against the 
the cancer to yourselves, 
Write for us! 







juvenile death penalty." smokers. 
Kennedy's remarks in his ;:::.::::_:_:_ _________ _!;;========================~ 
opinion were scorned and 
rebuked by both his conserva· 
tive colleagues on the bench, 
and conservative pundits and 
operatives around the country. 
The growing concern among 
conservatives was that 
Kennedy's powerful position on 
the Court, and growing fasci· 
nation with international law, 
would permit judgments based 
on subjective beliefs that are 
not grounded in the 
Constitution. Roper v. 
Simmons confirmed for conser-
vatives that Kennedy's recog· 
nition for international law 
was a detriment to their judi· 
cial and political agenda. 
But Kennedy's interest in 
international law is compound-
ed with a romanticism for the 
power of the rule of law in the 
United States. 
In Jeffrey Toobin's book, 
"The Nine," Toobin writes that 
Kennedy had a "taste for self· 
dramatization." Toobin notes 
that this is every present in 
Kennedy's persona. From the 
lavish decor of Kennedy's 
chambers, to his tendency to 
use lofty legal rhetoric, to his 
preference for the romanti-
cized clauses in the 
Constitution (notably the 
equal protection clause), 
Kennedy thrives on judicial 
grandiosity. 
And so it is inevitable that 
Obama's healthcare legislation 
will fall right into Justice 
Kennedy's hands. The eyes of 
the nation and of the world will 
watch for his judgment, just as 
he anticipates. Ultimately, 
Kennedy will uphold health· 
care, not because of political 
persuasions, but because it is 
his moment to single-handedly 
uphold the right side of history. 
Session I: 31 May-30 June I Session U: 5 July-4 August 
• Day/evening classes at three convenient New York locations 
• Credits transfer easily • Competitive tuition rates 
•Live on campus for about $30 a night 
learn more at fordham.edu/summer 
or call (888) 411-GRAD 
Government Morals in 
Question: Abortion laws 
WILNER TAMMAS '12 
CO TRJBUTI G WRJTER 
Dear Grand Old Party, 
It's me, your biggest fan. I 
just wanted to thank for you 
taking your campaign prom-
ises of smaller government 
and fiscal austerity to new 
heights in recent days. It 
came to my attention earlier 
that you have just brought to 
the house a bill that will 
redefine rape so that abor-
tions will no longer be subsi-
dized by taxpayer dollars 
under ANY circumstances. 
Phew! I can only imagine 
how many billions you will 
be saving by cutting that 
funding and thank Jesus our 
Lord and Savior that big gov-
ernment won't be forcing me 
to help those in need. 
I guess those victims will 
know better next time before 
they let themselves be 
assaulted. Certainly they 
will think twice now that the 
murdering-death-panel-big-
bad·government isn't allow-
ing them the option of not 
having a child they didn't 
want or in any way consent 
to. I suggest that we redirect 
that rape victim money into 
Abstinence-only programs. 
Because, nothing is more 
effective than telling 
teenagers with raging hor-
mones to just say no. 
I appreciate your 
attempts to protect unborn 
fetuses, but lets also remind 
these bleeding-heart 
Liberals just where govern-
ment's place is-inside a 
woman's uterus-YES, out· 
side-no. Government defi-
nitely shouldn't be protect· 
ing those babies once they're 
out in the world. Well played, 
gentlemen. Well played. 
I suggest naming this 
effort something catchy in 
the style of the "Job killing 
health care repeal act", 
something like "No more tax 
dollars to support rape vie· 
tims act." I think it will go 
over well with your voting 
constituency. I appreciate 
the lack of hypocrisy in your 
decision because the majori-
ty of Americans support the 
right to choose, but screw 
them. After all, we are a 
country founded on ensuring 
that a minority has supreme 
power over the whole. It's 
what democracy is all about. 
Next, your desire to get 
rid of this health-care-
mumbo -jumbo -Ob am a· 
Socialist·Nazicare is com-
mendable. However, you're 
not going far enough. I hope 
you will continue cutting 
support for those pesky sen-
ior citizens and for low 
income Americans. Call it 
the "Screw the Old and the 
Poor Act." I'm sure you'll get 
re-elected by the senior citi-
zens and low income 
Americans who voted for you 
after you do that. Like I 
mentioned above, the role of 
government in matters of 
health begins at fertilization 
and ends in the third trimester. 
However, I urge you to not 
get too overzealous with your 
cost cutting measures. 
Remember there are jobs (dare 
I say lives?) at risk in key 
industries and areas of our 
country. No, I'm not talking 
about education. Teachers are 
yesterday's news. When we can 
get rid of those damn unions, 
we'll start talking. Livable 
wages incentivizing the best 
and the brightest to go into 
teaching? What are we, a First 
World country? 
I'm of course talking about 
companies like Exxon Mobil, 
which squeaked by in the previ-
ous quarter making meager bil-
lions in earnings, a mere 50 
percent higher than the previ-
ous quarter. I commend your 
insight in not noting the 
absurdity of our continued oil 
subsidies during these, as you 
put it, desperately dire finan-
cial times. However, worse still 
are the taxes that those 
Socialist Liberals tried and are 
still trying to levy on the sorry 
rich. 
It's simple economics and 
I'm no good at math so I'll fudge 
the figures a bit for the point: a 
person making $1,000,000 a 
year makes roughly 25 times 
more than someone making an 
average wage ($40,000). But 
what those blind liberals don't 
seem to understand is that the 
super wealthy spend a zillion 
times more than that average 
person, and also work 800 tril-
lion zillion times harder. It's 
pretty obvious for anyone fair 
and balanced to see that raising 
taxation rates on the wealthy to 
levels used by, say, Reagan or 
Bush Sr. would clearly put our 
economy into the worst reces· 
sion since, well, ever. 
I doubly commend your deci-
sion to eliminate the Climate 
Change committee from the 
House and your outspoken 
desire during your first weeks 
in control of the House to close 
down the EPA. After all, there's 
nothing worse for business than 
worrying about the polar ice 
caps and clean drinking water. 
Plus, why keep these natural 
resources around when you 
don't value them? Exchange of 
ideas and opinions is so commu-
nist or fascist or whatever 
adjective my main man Beck is 
using to describe liberals these 
days. 
I can only hope that your 
wisdom and measures of fiscal 
responsibility will not go unno-
ticed. I pray to God, upon whom 
this country is founded and who 
influences our government 
more every day, that your for-
ward thinking nature and com-
passion as well as your unbi-
ased and average Joe attitude 
will lead us into a bright tomor-
row and echo into eternity. 
NO socialism! NObama! 
Cheers, 
Your Biggest Fan 
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IAN BROOKS '11 
OPI 10 SEDITOR 
10) The '~rrested Develoment" Movie 
9) A Taylor Swift vs. Kanye West rap battle 
8) Brett Favre's actual retirement 
7) Fox News to drop its "Fair and Balanced" slogan 
6) Trinity late night with Snooki (DFMO for the story) 
5) Osama bin Laden's capture 
4) Emma Watson's hand in marriage 
3) The Tap to reopen 
2) A Trinity Version of the "Midd Kid" video 
1) A job offer 
Make it happen, people. 
10) A good sense of humor 
9) The Situation's abs 
8) Volunteering with children 
7) Intelligence 
6) Driving a nice car 
5) High cheekbones and nice smile 
4) Skills in the bedroom 
3) A bid to AD, Psi U, or the Hall 
2) A job offer 
1) Being Doug Stupay 
10) Extensive knowledge of pornographic actresses 
9) The Situation 
8) High-fives 
7) Meager attempts to grow facial hair 
6) Your analysis of the NFC Championship 
5) Being a Quest Leader 
4) Pyramids of empty Skoal tins 
3) Creating Top 10 Lists 
2) The clutch shot you hit to force three-cup overtime 
1) Not having a job offer 
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NEWS 
The Trinity Tripod 
Trinity College Faces Safety Concerns Over Recent Weather 
GREG LEITAO '12 
NEWS EDITOR 
At 11:30 a.m. on Friday, 
Feb . 4 the Trinity community 
received an e-mail from 
Health Center Director 
Martha Burke O'Brien alert-
ing students that buildings 
around campus had been · 
closed due to weather-related 
safety concerns. 
the porch was bowing under 
the weight of the snow. 
By 5:30 p .m. Associate 
Dean of Students Christopher 
D. Card sent another Trinity-
wide e-mail explaining that 
the structural engineer had 
inspected the English 
Building and had "deemed the 
building to be structurally 
sound and safe for occupancy." 
However, the building 
remained closed over the 
weekend so workers could 
remove more snow, and was 
reopened on Monday on the 
normal schedule. The 
Interfaith House has yet to be 
reopened, as it is pending 
inspection later in the week. 
The English Building at 
115 Vernon Street was closed 
for the weekend, forcing all 
classes to be relocated to 
rooms m Seabury Hall. 
Associates of the Allan K. 
Smith Center for Writing and 
Rhetoric were informed at 
10:30 a.m. that those already 
in the Center had been told to 
evacuate due to "serious 
cracks in the walls." According 
to the e-mail, the main con-
cern was over the safety of the 
roof, forcing the administra -
tion to lock and cordon off the 
building until a structural 
engineer was able to inspect 
the building. 
Crews remain on campus 
working on removing snow 
from the roofs of buildings, 
including those on Vernon 
Street and Crescent Street. 
Due to this, numerous side-
walks and doorways will be 
closed around the work zones 
until the area is deemed safe. 
COURTESY OF GABRIEL LEVY ' 14 
Trinity College has had to deal with numerous blizzards this semester, the latest causing worry about buildings across campus. 
The Interfaith House at 
155 Allen Place was also 
closed because the roof over 
"As you are walking 
around campus, please be 
careful of ice and snow falling 
from buildings, as well as icy 
walkways," reminded O'Brien 
and Card in their e-mails. 
Buildings throughout 
Hartford are being inspected 
as well, and many have 
received the same treatment 
as those on Trinity's campus 
as reported by 
www.WTNH.com. Mayor of 
Hartford Pedro Segarra 
inspected all 113 city build-
ings, and those along with 
The Gavel: SGA This Week 
Messages lrom the SGA 
The SGA would like to announce that Spring Tenn elections are officially 
underway. This is a great opportunity to represent your class in SGA and get 
more involved on campus. SGA Elections will be held on Wednesday, February 
9. The Spring 2011 election packet can· be obtained at Mather Front Desk. 
Election packets and signatures must be turned in to Mather Front Desk by 
noon on Tuesday, February 8. 
Positions available: 
2012 Class Senator (2 Openings) 
Budget Committee Member (2 Openings) 
IDP Senator (2 Openingss) 
Senator-At-Large (3 Openings) 
2011 Class Vice-President (1 opening) (Required to meet with SGA E-board) 
• 
If you are interested in starting a new club, please prepare a brief cover letter 
and a constitution to be submitted to the Office of Campus Life in Mather, no 
later than February 10, 2011. Once the constitution is approved, you will be 
invited to present to the SGA for formal approval and for a $250 operating 
budget for this semester. All clubs must have recognition from the College and 
the SGA in order to receive funding and be eligible to request rooms to hold 
meetings. 
• 
The SGA is seeking two organized and motivated individuals to occupy the 
positions of SGA Finance Secretary and SGA Webmaster. The Finance 
Secretary position will demand between 3-5 hours of work per week. The 
Finance Secretary will be given a stipend of $500 for the semester as compen-
sation for his/her services. The Webmaster position will demand between 2-3 
hours of work per week. The Webmaster will be given a stipend of $500 for the 
semester as compensation for his/her services. 
Hartford schools are being 
cleared of snow by a workforce 
of 140 people. The Hartford 
Fire Department assists by 
raising shovels, trash cans, 
and wheelbarrows to the roofs 
of the buildings, before carry-
ing workers up three at a 
time. 
The Facilities Department 
is continuing to survey struc-
tures around Trinity in order 
to ensure their safety, and 
asks that if students notice 
any leaks, signs of water pen-
etration, unusual amounts of 
falling snow or anything that 
seems out of the ordinary, to 
contact the Help Desk at 860- . 
297-5300 or the Campus 
Safety Department at 860-
297-2222. 
Want to 





Contact Greg Leitao at 
gregory.leitao@trineoll.edu 
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Genomics Project Begins at Trinity 
continued from page 1 
resources and size," said SEA 
Director Tuajuanda Jordan in a 
press release. "Just reading 
their applications you can feel 
the enthusiasm and you can see 
that they are thinking ahead to 
the potential 
impact," he con· 
disciplines like chemistry," 
Jordan said. "I think that is a 
good sign that people really 
think this course can make a 
difference." 
Now that Trinity has gained 
admission to the program, it is 
up to Professor Archer and her 
colleagues to pick 
tinued. 
"Both full and 
a group of incom· 
ing students to be 




research for full 
members, and 
also pays for lab 
materials. 
associate mem-
bers have some 
really wonderful 
ideas about how 
tive. 
They will 
choose from stu · 
dents who have 
already been 
accepted or have 
applied to Trinity, 
and then choose 
between 20 and 
24 students 
interested in life 
science to be part 
of the genomics 
program. 
the course can be 
Associate 
members must 
pay for their sup· 
plies, but are 
allowed to attend 
training sessions 
and are given 
access to proto· 
cols. Associate 
members are 
also allowed to 
apply for full 
membership 
transformative, 
not just within 
biology but con-
necting it poten-
tially to other dis-
ciplines like 
chemistry." 
"We will be 
shooting for stu· 
Dr. Kathleen Archer dents who have 
Associate Professor of 
Biology 
shown an inter-
est in the topic 
and are highly 
after the first 
year of being an associate mem· 
ber. 
"Both full and associate 
members have some really won-
derful ideas about how the 
course can be transformative, 
not just within biology but con· 
necting it potentially to other 
motivated aca · 
demically," Archer said. 
Students who choose to be 
part of the program will have to 
commit for the duration of their 
freshman and sophomore years 
at Trinity College. During their 
initial year at Trinity, students 
will take two courses devoted to 
,=,.. Intercollegiate 
Update 
University of Connecticut Bowdoin College 
An unnamed UConn chemical Just before 6 a.m. on Sunday, 
engineering student's home was raid- Jan. 30, two sophomores were awok-
ed by the FBI on Saturday, Jan. 29, as en by two male students who broke 
1Part of an investigation into cyber into their room and sprayed them 
!attacks by a group supporting twith a fire extinguisher. Both stu-
IWikiLeaks. The group is responsible dents had been under the influence 
'or disrupting major credit card web- of alcohol, and came forward to 
sites, and though the student admit- Campus Security almost immediate· 
ed involvement, he was not arrested. ly after the incident. 
Hamilton College Smith College 
In order to lessen spending on Recently Smith College made an 
textbooks, Hamilton College has iPhone application to help students 
instituted two new book-buying keep track of Smith affairs. The appli-
options. The first is a textbook rental cation combines numerous compo-
program, allowing students to pay to nents of the College's website, includ-
only rent books for a semester. The ing connecting users to the faculty 
other is NOOKstudy, a Barnes and directory and a Google map of the 
Noble program which allows students campus. Further projects may include 
to purchase digital textbooks. one displaying the dining menu. 
Haverford College 
Over winter break ten dorm 
ooms with covered fire alarms were 
focovered, prompting the College to 
take action. A campaign is being put 
ogether in order to dispel misconcep-
ions students may have, including 
what practices will actually set off an 
alarm. The College also plans on start-
ng regular fire alarm inspectioi;is. 
University of Massachusetts 
Manuel E. Pintado, 47, a 
University of Massachusetts student 
was arrested on charges of threaten-
ing a Florida state representative via 
e-mail. A Florida native, Pintado was 
upset over Rep. William Snyder's 
support for a law that would allow 
Florida police greater leeway in ask-
ing for immigration papers. 
virus research and two intro· 
ductory Biology courses. 
Once in their sophomore 
year, participating students 
will attend a research seminar 
in which they read primary 
research literature that charac· 
terizes a previously unknown 
virus, its physical structure, 
and its genome. The course will 
cover themes from molecular 
biology, microbiology, electron 




From the new viruses, stu· 
dents will select one and ana· 
lyze the structure of the 
genome in which they will iden· 
tify new genes and add them to 
public gene databases. These 
research opportunities are 
unlike any that have been 
available to students in the 
past, for they will be exposed to 
cutting·edge research tech· 
niques. 
Marcus Manson, a 36-year-old man from 
Windsor, was shot and killed around 4 a.m. 
Sunday morning. He was shot outside of the 
Smoker's Stop at 129 Barbour Street accord-
ing to police. Detectives with the Hartford 
Police Department's Major Crimes Division 
are investigating. 
February 4: 
The course also offers 
unique opportunities for partic· 
ipating faculty members, as 
they have the chance to unify 
teaching and research pro· 
grams while engaging more 
students in the research 
process. Faculty can also share 
teaching and research tech· 
niques with those at the other 
participating universities. 
An apartment on Ashley Street was raided 
by Hartford Police last Friday, resulting in 
the seizure of three weapons and numerous 
drugs. Police found 9 grams of crack 
cocaine, 2 grams of marijuana, and three 
guns. The resident of the apartment, 32-
year-old Travez Quinonez, was charged with 
"The chances are that our 
students will pull from the soil 
viruses that have never been 
identified before," said Archer, 
"so that's pretty cool." 
possession of drugs and assault weapons, 
among other crimes. 
. 
News In Brief--
Shooting Occurs at Symmetry 
Police are currently investigating 
the shooting of a man that occurred 
early Sunday morning outside the 
Symmetry Lounge in Hartford. The 
man was taken to the hospital imme· 
diately after he was shot, where he 
remams in serious condition. 
Hartford Police have yet to make any 
arrests in connection with the shoot· 
ing, and do not currently have any 
suspects. 
Allergies Can Prevent Tumors? 
Many small studies are suggesting 
that people with allergies are less 
likely to develop gliomas, the most 
common type of brain tumor. One 
such study found that the more aller 
gies a person has, the lower their risk 
of developing one of these tumors. 
However, much more research is 
required, as a direct causal connec· 
tion has not been proven. 
Aguilera Falters in National Anthem 
In her rendition of the national 
anthem to kick off Super Bowl XLV on 
Sunday, Christina Aguilera accidentally 
repeated a line of the song, consequent· 
ly skipping another. Aguilera claims 
that she "got lost in the moment of the 
song," and only hopes that "everyone 
could feel my love for this country and 
that the true spirit of the anthem still 
came through." 
Gas leaks at Hockey Tournament 
There was a leak of carbon 
monoxide during a youth hockey 
tournament in the western Colorado 
town of Gunnison this past week-
end, causing fifty-four people to suf· 
fer various degrees of carbon monox-
ide poisoning. Several adults, teens, 
and children were treated at 
Gunnison Valley Health Hospital, 
but none faced life threatening 
injuries. 
Party Ejection Leads to Shooting 
On Sunday, Feb. 6, Columbus 
Jones and Braylon Rogers of 
Youngstown, Ohio were arrested after 
shooting into a Youngstown State 
University fraternity house, killing 
one and wounding 11. The men were 
apparently angry that they were 
being being thrown out of a party at 
the Omega Psi Phi fraternity house, 
and this anger led to the shooting. 
Uncontact.ed Amazon Tribes at Risk 
Live footage proving the existence of 
uncontacted tribes in the Amazon has 
been taken by people who have been 
studying the tribes for over twenty 
years. They hope that this prooof will 
bring support and prevent contact 
between the tribes and illegal loggers 
and miners enclosing on the area, con· 
tact that would prove devestating to the 
lives of these people. 
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Creation of New Study Abroad Program Follows National Trend 
continued from page 1 
program drew 21 participants 
in its first year and 19 in its 
second, and is expected to 
draw at least as many again 
this summer. 
The popularity of studying 
in China among Trinity stu -
dents has grown over the 
years, even though a Trinity-
affilia ted program has not 
existed. Last year the college 
had seven students there, this 
year there were nine. 
China is the first choice 
destination of ten students 
hoping to study abroad in the 
coming school year. This trend 
at Trinity mirrors a similar 
one on the national level, as 
interest in studying abroad in 
China has increased 
immensely over the past ten 
years. 
According to Open Doors 
data, compiled by the 
Institute of International 
Education (IIE) on the leading 
U.S. study abroad destina-
tions, China went from 
twelfth on the list to fifth 
between 1999 and 2009. The 
U.S. had 2,298 students in 
China in the 1998-1999 school 
year, and 13,674 in 2008-
2009. 
Only the United Kingdom, 
Italy, Spain, and France now 
remain ahead of China on the 
list, but according to Assistant 
Director of International 
Programs Jason Fenner, the 
"western European countries 
have started to max out." The 
number of students studying 
in the U.K. has increased by 
only 3,622 in the past ten 
years, whereas the number of 
students in China has 
increased by 11,396. 
China is becoming an 
increasingly attractive desti-
nation for study abroad for a 
number of reasons. According 
to Fenner, "the relative cost is 
considerably lower than 
European cities, making it a 
very inexpensive option." 
Also, contrary to many pre-
viously held notions about the 
country, said Fenner, "once a 
student gets settled and has 
basic skills, it's very easy to 
get around, and the infra -
structure is visitor friendly." 
Shanghai in particular, 
according to Dean of Center 
for Urban and Global Studies 
Xiangming Chen, is China's 
"most dynamic, cosmopolitan 
city on the rise," and is on its 
way to becoming the "New 
York of China." 
Because the city of 
Shanghai has changed so 
much in the recent past, it 
"presents a very good environ-
ment to study change, urban 
planning, and gentrification 
on a very large scale," said 
Chen. 
It will also prove to be a 
very welcoming environment 
for economics and business-
focused students, as, com-
mented Chen, "the Hong Kong 
business people have moved 
to Shanghai." Shanghai is 
also home to the most 
American companies in 
China, so there is a large pop-
ulation of English speakers, 
as well as many French, 
Germans, Japanese, and 
Koreans. 
Many of the scholars and 
intellectuals teaching at 
Fudan came to the United 
States to earn their Ph.D.s 
and then returned to China to 
teach. Therefore, they are 
very familiar with and can 
confidently interact with 
American students. 
Trinity's partnership with 
Fudan comes on the heels of 
First Lady Michelle Obama's 
reminder about the "100,000 
Strong Initiative" to increase 
the number of students study-
ing abroad in China. 
Revealed by President 
Obama in November 2009, the 
initiative challenges U.S. edu-
cational institutions to double 
the number of students cur-
rently studying in China by 
2014, and to eventually bring 
the annual total, which is cur-
rently fewer than 20,000, to 
100,000 students. 
President and CEO of IIE 
Allan Goodman recently 
received a personal letter 
from U.S. Secretary of State 
Hillary Rodham Clinton, urg-
ing him to work to meet this 
challenge. In an e-mail to 
IIENetwork members, 
Goodman wrote, "To support 
this initiative, IIE is delighted 
to publish IIEPassport: Study 
Abroad in China, a special 
magazine to help your stu-
dents learn about the many 
study abroad opportunities 
available to them in China." 
COURTESY OF JASON FENN ER 
Students mingle and socialize outside the library at Fudan University in Shanghai. 
COURTESY OF JASON FENN ER 
The Fudan campus is surprisingly lush, despite its urban surroundings of Shanghai. 
HIGHLY RESPECTED. HIGHLY REWARDING. 
THE OUINNIPIAC MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING. 
With extensive internship programs, real-world experience and a dynamic faculty, the Quinnipiac Master of Arts in 
Teaching (MA1) program earns high marks from students and educators alike. And now our MAT program is more 
affordable than ever, thanks to new incentives that, in exchange for participation in our internships, can waive tuition 
for most of the program. The program is fully accredited by the Connecticut State Department of Education and 
nationally accredited by the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education. 
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Food Dudes: Discovering a "Whole New World" in Hartford 
EJ EWALD & EMILY WEBER '11 
STAFF WRITERS 
' ~ Drunken late-night patrons of 
Symmetry, Pourhouse, and Black 
Bear, have overlooked a serious gem 
on 121 Allyn Street. Conveniently situ-
ated in between these three Trinity-
favorites is Aladdin Halal, a three-
time winner of the Zagat award and 
cu}tural hodg~_po.dge .: .-.. Serving 
Lebanese,. Syrian; Egyptian, Greek 
_and Italian food, Aladdin may 4ave an 
identity issue, but the mi.Xture proves 
>tde1icious. In an effort to diversify our 
food p~rtfolio :;(and encouraged by' tlle 
fact that EJ declared she would barf in 
Weber's face if she had to eat Italian 
food one more time) we decided to try 
the restaurant. 
When we walked in, we were the 
only people in the restaurant, but our 
night turned out to be one of the most 
entertaining experiences we've ever 
had. Due to its proximity to three dif-
ferent bars, Aladdin Halal is perfect 
for people watching, but an unfortu-
nate place to easily be seen stuffing 
your face with dishes that may or may 
not look like feces. With a very reason-
ably priced menu, our budget allowed 
us to sample the majority of the menu. 
Tiied of Italian food, we attempted 
to steer away from t.he pasta and pizza 
dishes offered on the menu. We made 
an exception for . 'the Aladdin pizza, 
thinking that ifthe restaurant deemed 
it worthy to Clfriy their name, it· was 
worth a try. - Com~;iised of artichoke, 
black olives, ., ricotta cheese, tomato 
sauce arn{ :, rifo .. ~7farella, the Aladdin 
pizza had} delectab1e finger- licking 
potential. Surprisii:lgly, it was debat-
atly the w.o'r'st , part of the meal. It 
paled in comparison to the other dish· 
es, and after a few bites we decided to 
not waste the stomach space and set it 
aside. 
Overwhelmed with hunger and 
lacking any sense of will power, we 
ordered in excess: Spanikopita, 
Musaka, Lahambil Ajeen, and the 
Aladdin Combo (two skewers of lamb 
and koufta, with a side of baba ganouj 
and hummus), baklava and herrisa. 
Stuffed with spinach, onions, feta 
cheese, Syrian spices, and lemon juice, 
the Spab.ikopita was delicious, 
Israeli Flutist Makes Music 
from Recycled Objects 
continued from page 1 - -
them an interest in music that lasts for 
years, according to Bohadana. 
Bohadana said he encourages stu -
dents to interact with the instruments 
in a hands-on way. When he gives work· 
shops for elementary schools, the kids 
help build instruments with him. 
Bohadana collects recycled items such 
as furniture plywood, railroad ties, 
drainage pipes, and other materials 
that are not only strong, but also safe 
for the children. 
Using these materials, Bohadana 
makes large outdoor instruments like 
xylophones, and then with the help of 
the kids, paints them bright colors. 
Being a landscape architect is useful to 
Bohadana when creating these outdoor 
installations. The brightly colored 
installations end up looking like art 
that not only be seen, but can also 
played on. 
At the event on Thursday, Bohadana 
brought cardboard tubes of different 
diameters and deflated balloons to show 
how easy it is to make an instrument 
out of everyday objects. He transformed 
the cardboard tubes into a set of drums. 
By stretching the balloons over the end 
of each different sized cardboard tube, 
Bohadana created different pitches. 
After making the drums, Bohadana 
played them skillfully, giving the audi-
ence the impression that he had years o( 
experience with these instruments. 
After demonstrating the construc-
tion of the drums, Bohadana and his 
wife performed a song together; she 
played a regular flute while he played a 
flute made from a sprinkler pipe. 
Bohadana demonstrated that music 
doesn't have to come from instruments 
that can cost thousands of dollars - it 
can come from anywhere, and it can be 
appreciated by anyone regardless of 
age, gender or nationality. After all, 
Bohadana said, "Music is an interna-
tional language." 
Israeli Flutist and Landscape architect, Gil Bohadana uses recycled materials such as sprinkler 
pipes to make into musical instruments. He came to Trinity on Thursday, Feb. 3. 
although EJ found the flaky filo dough 
to be too similar to baklava. Our next 
dish was the Musaka, a spicy eggplant 
dish, and since we both adore spicy 
foods, this dish found a special place in 
our hearts. It was served cold, sur -
prisingly, but did not fail to provide 
the hot bite of spiciness that we 
craved. The lahambil ajeen was a 
Middle Eastern flat bread pizza with 
ground lamb, parsley, onions, toma-
toes, red peppers and other various 
spices, and was small but satisfying. 
Our final entree was the Aladdin 
Combo. The lamb was delicious, ten -
der, but a little · overcooked. The 
Koufta kebab, which was comprised of 
ground lamb, onions, and spices was 
also very good, but came with a suspi-
cious crunch that suggested was it 
lesser than the lamb. The hummus (a 
blend of chick peas, tahini, fresh gar-
lic, and lemon) and baba ganouj (a 
blend of eggplant, tahini, fresh garlic, 
lemon juice, olive oil, paprika, and 
cumin) were both equally 
delicious. Used as a dip for pita bread, 
they combined flavors masterfully. The 
baklava, a sweet pastry of Turkish ori· 
gin made of layers of filo bread, nuts, 
and sweet syrup, was amazingly rich 
and we could only handle a few bites of 
the desse,rt. The herrisa, another pas-
try we have yet to have heard of else-
where, was the polar opposite. While 
the baklava boasted a sweet and pleas-
ing flakiness, the herrisa seemed like 
a stale spongecake, sprinkled with 
powdered sugar. 
Overall, this restaurant is an entic-
ing change of pace from the ordinary 
food one would find on campus or in 
Hartford. This casual, counter-order 
restaurant is perfect for a quick bite 
without any fuss. We didn't try the 
grinders, pastas, or other Italian dish· 
es, but have full confidence that their 
quality is excellent and plan on rav· 
aging them the next time we leave 
Pourhouse with grumbling stomaches. 
Until next time, Bon Appetit! 
Try Aladdin Halal out yourself! 
Located at: 
121 Allyn St. Hartford, CT 06103 
(860) 278-0202 
Vishakha Negi, center, poses with her family and Trinity Brain Bee coordinators after the competition. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF: PROFESSOR SARAH RASKIN 
Trinity Hosts Fourth Annual 
Brain Bee Competition 
continued from page 1 
about neuroscience. High Schools in 
the Greater Hartford area were con-
tacted in September, as guidance coun· 
selors and teachers encouraged stu -
dents to participate. Potential contest-
ants could also learn about the event 
from the Brain Bee Competition's web-
site, which lists the dates of all the 
local competitions. 
Although previously held at The 
Greater Harford Academy of 
Mathematics and Science, Trinity now 
hosts the annual competition. Annie 
Jenney '11 and Angela Colantonio '11 
judged the contestants' answers and 
helped with the overall event. All of 
Sunday's questions came from Brain 
Facts, published by the Dana 
Foundation. Books are free from the 
Society for Neuroscience, and students 
can either obtain a copy electronically, 
by mail, or pick one up at Trinity. After 
winning the competition, Negi will 
spend time at Trinity enhancing her 
"brain" knowledge prior to competing 
at the National Competition in 
Maryland, which is more complex and 
in-depth than local level competitions. 
Dr. Norbert Myslinski of the 
University of Maryland founded the 
International Brain Bee, which 
"attempts to motivate students to 
learn about the brain, to capture their 
imaginations, and to inspire them to 
pursue careers in biomedical brain 
research." The International Brain 
Bee's website also states that the com· 
petition brings publicity to the neuro-
science field and allows high school 
students to visit colleges, further moti-
vating their desire to learn and envi-
sion the future. Raskin further states 
that everyone should participate, as 
students have nothing to lose and get 
to learn about how their own brain 
works. Academic competitions, such as 
the International Brain Bee, encour-
age students to learn and promote 
fields that might have previously had 
minimal publicity. 















The Trinity Triood: 
Uncovering ttie "URKIR>WH" 
This week's g_~m is the Trinity's radio station, 
WRTC 89.8 FM. 
Here's what we'v~ fOUnd;: 
SuPer Bowl Ads: The Best 
and Worst of the Ni!!ht 
SARAH QUIRK '11 
COPY CHIEF 
During the 2007 Super Bowl, one in ten viewers watched 
the game exclusively for the commercials. Since then, this per-
centage has increased, as more and more money is dropped on 
advertising time. This year, 30 seconds of airtime started at 
three million dollars. Well, I am one of those people who watch 
only for the commercials and encourage to continue talking dur-
ing the game. I also watch because it gives me an excuse to over-
eat. Fun fact: the Super Bowl is second only to Thanksgiving in 
food consumption. Anyways, as an avid Super Bowl ad viewer, I 
have kindly provided you all with my top 10 favorite advertise-
ments. However, you should know that I was very much under 
impressed with this year's variety. Apparently there is a cre-
ative bell curve and we have already hit the peak ... see you at 
the bottom. 
1. Bridgestone: Carma 
Studies have shown that people respond more positively to 
advertisements with animals in them. Well, it worked for me. 
2. Audi: Release the Hounds 
Unbelievable dig at Mercedes at the end. Bravo. 
3. Volkswagen: The Force 
I think we can all agree that this was pretty goddamn 
adorable. 
4. ETrade: Tailor 
I thought that over time the babies would get old. They don't. 
The ending was superb. Shhh. 
L!!--~-..J==========:::::=:====~====m~~====~=\ .,w 1~ ', , ~111§i- porJ,tps: T>;le Best Part 
Listening to Locals: An lnsigh 
Into the Outside of Trinity 
JOHN DOWNES-ANGUS '11 & GREG 
MONIZ '11 
STAFF WRITERS 
After driving through the cold, wet, 
ice-covered city that Hartford has 
become in recent weeks, we decided that 
Union Station's warm waiting area 
would be a good place for meeting a 
fresh face from the neighborhood. 
Hunched over the silver table, gazing 
intently into her phone was Stacy. 
Stacy is a 19 year-old who has lived 
in Hartford since her mother moved her 
family here from Georgetown, Guyana 
when she was 11. Stacy wants to be a 
pediatrician and, from what we could 
tell, she's well on her way toward 
achieving that goal. Through participa· 
tion in Job Corps, a government funded 
vocational program, she completed the 
Certified Nursing Aide (CNA) program 
just last week and is now preparing for 
the state test. 
Each week, Stacy commutes 
between her home and the Job Corps 
campus in Chicopee, Mass. Her com· 
muting lifestyle is no picnic, and she 
hopes that she can soon halt this pat-
tern. "I want to move to New York," she 
told us, "there's life over there." But 
Stacy is currently facing some obstacles. 
She did not elaborate or give specifics, 
though she said that she fears she will 
never get the chance to leave here. 
Stacy's dream of being a pediatrician 
began when, as a young girl, she will-
ingly offered to watch her sister's chil-
dren on a regular basis. When speakin 
of those times, Stacy's quiet shynes 
underwent a noticeable transformation 
When she said, smiling, "I like kids 
lot, I just like babies," you could tell tha 
she was the sort of person you woul 
want as your child's doctor-he 
enlivened face communicated that pas 
sionate connection with children avail 
able only to a select, few. 
A love of children is not the onl 
thing that drives Stacy. When aske 
what motivates her on the arduous pat 
toward doctorhood, she said she want 
"to be someone." She sees around her 
people with dreams deferred and has a 
unpretentious desire to differentiat 
herself from them. "They haven' 
reached their goal yet," she said, "I jus 
want to reach mine." 
Certain external conflicts-famil 
pressure , and other difficulties lef 
unspoken yet implied by a moment o 
brief, but intense emotion-seem con 
stantly to remind her of the difficultie 
she has faced, and will continue to face 
"People try to hold you down," she said. 
What seemed to us to be the firs 
outward expression of inward reflectio 
she's had in quite some time - fille 
with recognition, appreciation, trepida 
tion, and uncertainty - was interrupte 
by the immediacy of the moment. W 
were at Union Station, where tim 
spent sitting is only time spent waiting 
"Well, my bus is here," she said as sh 
gathered her belongings, said goodbye 
and headed back to Chicopee. 
Is this the new version of "What would you do for a Klondike 
bar?" 
6. Budweiser: Wild West 
Loved the unexpected Elton ... even though it probably cost 
them a fortune to get the rights to the song. 
7. Bridgestone: Reply All 
Only because we've all had this feeling of fear before. 
8. Doritos: House Sitting 
While it didn't look promising at first, the ending saved it. 
9. Staples: Here They Come 
I have no explanation. I just liked it. There were migrating 
electronics. It was clever. 
10. Verizon: I Can Here You Now 
Such a slap in the face for AT & T. Baller. 
Honorable mention: Motorola's "Empower the People", for basically 
saying that if you buy Mac products (specifically an iPad) you're a con-
formist. Based on the classic "1984" Apple Super Bowl ad. Apparently 
things got pretty personal this year. 
Negatives: Groupon was just plain insensitive, Snickers played it 
safe with their ads styled after their 2010 commercial (while not even 
coming close to topping Betty White), and HomeAway smushed a 
baby. Despite the overt sexual innuendos in the Kim Kardashian 
Sketchers commercial, I think it's safe to say that not one guy is going 
to buy a pair of Shape Ups. I hope American women know better than 
to think a pair of shoes can make them look like that. And where was 
Budweiser? They had maybe two commercials. Apparently they filled 
the space that Budweiser used to occupy with absurd movie trailers. I 
mean, really, Cowboys and Aliens? And WHY does your car need to 
read you your Facebook newsfeed, Chevy? Will you be able to dictate 
your tweeting to your car soon, too? 
ARTS 
The Trinity Tripod 
Forget Bell-bottoms: Feuds are Newest Trend Among Celebrities 
ERICA STISSER '11 
ARTS WRlTER 
For the latest trends in 
fashion and culture, we look to 
the sexy, Cristal-saturated 
world of celebrity. But what's 
en vogue for 2011 goes beyond 
the reaches of jeggings and 
androids: antagonism, my 
friends , is the new black. 
Celebrities are, by nature 
of the job , performers - strut-
ting the catwalk, dominating 
the stage, stealing the silver 
screen - so the antics of public 
rivalry makes sense. If the 
psychology of fame is all about 
attention and visibility, then 
we have to ask: when did 
media fistfights become the 
only way to reach the top? Has 
there ever been camaraderie 
in celebrity culture, and if so, 
what's happened to the love? 
Kanye West may have 
started it all when he present-
jr 
PHOTO COURTESY OF: http://wikipedia.org 
Minaj has been feuding with Lil' Kim 
ed the award for Best Female 
Video at the 2009 VMAs. After 
the saccharine, frustratingly 
likable Taylor Swift graciously 
accepted her award, West 
seized the mic in defense of 
Beyonce Knowles' superior 
talent. The audience and 
home viewers , could hardly 
believe the cruelty of the spec-
tacle. West's tactlessness was 
unprovoked and futile for 
Knowles' benefit. It was a case 
of the "all eyes on me" behav-
ior West has become known 
for in his later career. 
Although Swift responded 
with dignified forgiveness , 
West was clearly stirring the 
pot in hopes of a juicier come-
back. 
Verbal attacks are cathar-
tic, to be sure - but don't 
celebrities have enough 
money to hire a therapist for 
those purposes? The point to 
remember here is that the rich 
and famous aren't spreading 
slander about the barista who 
pours their macchiato 
they're gossiping about each 
other, about people on the 
same level of wealth and pres· 
tige. At the most basic level, 
celeb feuds are born from the 
same instinct as playground 
brawls - they're a defense 
mechanism. 
West was defending him-
self' against the here·today-
gone-tomorrow process that 
guides media flow and pop cul-
ture. His arbitrary targeting 
of Swift can be thought of as 
an anti-aging remedy - here 
was a fresh-faced starlet 
embodying all the values of 
youth and novelty that the 32-
year·old West and the 29-year-
old Knowles were at risk of 
losing. 
In other cases, fighting is a 
clever way to control how a 
celebrity is represented in 
tabloids and on gossip blogs. 
Consciously or not, individu-
als in the public eye may start 
controversy so they can give 
the paparazzi something to 
talk about before the real 
dirty secrets are uncovered. 
Remember the whole Tom 
Cruise vs. Brooke Shields 
debacle? The whole "post-par-
tum depression isn't a legiti-
mate illness" deal? As much of 
a raving, couch-jumping 
lunatic as he may be, Cruise is 
no dummy. He knows better 
than to push buttons on such 
a sensitive issue, if not for 
strategic character-represen · 
tation purposes. Cruise is one 
of those celebrities adamant 
on being taken for more than a 
chiseled chin in box-office hits 
like "Top Gun." He started 
this feud to publicize the spir-
itual and intellectual sides of 
his personality that he 
believed were; manikst. i 1::i. • ' 
Scientolo1gist beliefs. Cruise 
knows he'll always be a 
tabloid fixture , but the 
defense mechanism in this 
case was meant to control 
exactly how the press would 
fixate on him. Before the 
snap· happy photojournalists 
could create a love-affair story 
or uncover how much Cruise 
was demanding from his most 
recent film project, he pre-
sented them with an image of 
a "wholesome," "mindful" man 
who is powerful enough to 
resist the lures of psychology. 
Cruise's message may have 
been wildly misdirected and 
outright ignorant, but the 
motive was the same - a sim -
ple defense mechanism. 
This month in Hollywood, 
a dispute between female rap· 
pers Nicki Minaj and Lil' Kim 
has claimed the media spot-
light. I admit my bias of being 
a shameless Minaj fan, but 
this fe ud seems to be the most 
legitimate (read: least self-
aggrandizing) of recent deba-
cles. Kim cites Minaj for copy-
ing her beats and shamelessly 
modeling her work on the for-
mer's career. In her hit single, 
"Roman's Revenge," Minaj 
asks Kim why she should be 
thought of as a rookie when 
"my features and my shows 
ten times your pay." Kim fired 
back to being called a "has-
been" with similarly insulting 
-ly.l'iGs, and the two have been 
at each other's throats ever 
since. This is an antagonism I 
can understand - the women 
are fighting for creative con-
trol in a highly competitive 
business with a very narrow 
path to success. It's still a 
defense mechanism, but both 
Kim and Minaj understand 
the importance of localized 
fame in their niche industry. 
Talented female rappers are 
hard to come by, and the value 
of their work lies in the limit-
ed number of them. To be 
respected and well-known in 
the hip-hop world is hard 
enough, but to add gender con· 
flict into the mix? Gloves on, 
ladies. 
On an academic note 
(which may be giving all this 
frippery far too much credit) , 
celebrity antagonism stems 
from the basic human fear to 
engage with the world outside 
of one's own class. We fight 
because we're scared of losing 
the place we occupy in the 
world, and actors , models, 
musicians - all those members 
of the upper social echelon -
are members of a class more 
fleeting and superficial than 
anything we mere plebeians 
will ever know. Celebrity 
feuds are just instinctual acts 
of defense with a little air-
brushing and an Us Weekly 
cover thrown in for good meas-
ure. And at the end of the day, 
it's the pointless antagonism 
of the rich and famous that 
keep the Perez Hiltons of the 
world employed. 
Sex Magic: Manifesting Maya Shows as Part of IFC Midnight 
ROSEMARY PERALTA '13 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Have you lost that special 
someone who you think might 
be "the one"? If so, you might 
want to schedule a session 
with spiritual, sexual shaman 
Baba Dez at his Sedona 
Temple . "Dez" (short for 
Desert) , a whimsical fusion of 
Fabio, Casanova, and Gandhi 
(trippy huh?), claims to have 
found the answer within the 
powers of "sex magic." Sex 
magic is "the process of creat-
ing a god connection through 
love making to manifest one's 
dreams and desires." 
Wait ... what? Basically, while 
in the process of love-making, 
if the two people (or more , if 
you fancy that) can create sub-
stantial spiritual energy, this 
energy will in turn help them 
reach their dreams and 
desires. 
Baba Dez is best known for 
his tantric practices and 
polyamory. He explains that in 
the tantric belief we all have 
two forces, an inner masculine 
and feminine. Many of our 
existential problems arise 
when these two forces within 
us are at war, or when either 
one is not sufficiently 
expressed. In terms of 
polyamory, Dez engages quite 
freely in frequent lovemaking 
with countless women. At a 
vulnerable moment, he con-
fesses that his ballpark "num· 
ber" is somewhere between a 
thousand and two thousand 
women. No big deal or any-
thing. 
Polyamory, he says, is 
based on the notion that 
humans are innately sexual 
beings . In order to satisfy 
these desires, one must get 
past the social constructions of 
monogamy; one must learn to 
free oneself from ailments 
brought about by monogamy, 
such as jealousy. Interestingly, 
Dez's emotional angst begins 
when he falls for his "beloved" 
Maya, a fellow healer who was 
saved from a past of drug-
addiction and sexual abuse 
through tantric practices . 
Despite being in love with 
Maya, he continues to be 
polyamorous, which ultimately 
leads her to leave him, as she 
finds herself incapable of cop-
ing with his ardent promiscu -
ity. 
After a very short attempt 
at celibacy, Dez turns to the 
practice of "sex magic" in 
hopes of winning back his 
beloved Maya. Wanton Dez 
and two of his polyamorous gal 
pals flee to the beaches of 
Hawaii, where they engage in 
a week-long bohemian mission 
of incessant lovemaking and 
walking through the woods. 
The spiritual energy obtained 
from all the hippie sex appar-
ent ly reaches Maya when she 
calls Dez for a rekindling of 
sorts. Unfortunately, it seems 
Dez and his gals should have 
spent more time in compromis-
ing positions, since Maya ulti-
mately decides to stay with 
her other boy-toy. 
To Desert's defense, there 
is a poignant scene in which he 
helps a woman's soul-search 
and heals some traumatic 
wounds, the consequences of 
childhood sexual abuse from 
family members. This aspect 
of Dez is quickly marred by the 
fact that his "johnson" is in 
just about every scene, and he 
uses "the force" to heal many 
of his patients. There is much 
criticism surrounding Dez's 
practices, deemed vehemently 
inappropriate by many. 
However, as his colleague-
lover says, "why ... .. .. would you 
want a cake if you can't have it 
too?" 
Although this documentary 
is saturated with rib-tickling 
moments, it did leave the audi-
ence with one question: which 
one is it, polyamory or 
monogamy? If one of 
polyamory's most renowned 
leaders finds himself crying, 
yearning for his beloved Maya, 
does this not leave polyamory 
in a contradictory state of 
itself? This film refuted its 
original purpose of bringing 
sense to polyamory. Instead it 
further strengthened the idea 
of one love and two people 
together exclusively. 
Sorry Dez it looks like 
you're back at square one, just 
like the rest of us. 
Pl IOTD COURU'SY OF: http://mO\oiecirynews.com 
Sex Magic: Manifesting Maya, of the IFC Midnight Series, was shown at C inestudio. 
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ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE 
EMMA TUCKER '12 
Although the film "The Roommate" has been panned in reviews - it 
received a nine percent approval rating on www.rottentomatoes.com -
it premiered Friday, Feb. 4 with a one-day take of 6.4 million, topping 
the box office. Starring Leighton Meester of "Gossip Girl" and Minka 
Kelly of "Friday Night Lights," the film tells the story of a college fresh-
man who becomes friends with her roommate only to find out that she 
has a dangerous obsession with her. 
Kristen Stewart of "Twilight" has been offered the role of "Snow 
White" in "Snow White and the Huntsman," which will be produced 
y Universal Studios. If Stewart takes the part, it will be her first film 
after the final installment of the "Twilight" series, "Breaking Dawn." 
Viggo Mortensen and Charlize Theron are also considering roles in the 
film. 
Friday, Feb. 11 girls everywhere are expected to turn out in droves to 
see "Never Say Never," a film that chronicles Justin Bieber's rise to 
fame. What Entertainment Weekly calls Bieber's "systematic invasion 
of all forms of media" has resulted in a cameo on "Saturday Night 
Live" (SNL), interviews with everyone from David Letterman to Jon 
Stewart, and a second appearance on "CSI," to be aired Feb. 1 7. 
Anton Chekhov's "Three Sisters" has been revived Off Broadway star-
ring husband-and-wife team, Maggie Gyllenhaal and Peter Sarsgaard. 
It has also been revealed that James Franco, who will host the Oscars 
on Feb. 2 7, will likely be a part of the Broadway revival of Tennessee 
Williams' "Sweet Bird of Youth." Nicole Kidman is already set to star 
alongside Franco, if he does decide to add Broadway to his already 
overflowing resume. 
On Sunday, Feb. 13, the 53rd Annual Grammy Awards will air on CBS 
at 8pm. Eminem leads the nominations with 10 nods, Bruno Mars has 
seven, Lady Gaga, Jay-Z and Lady Antebellum have six. Justin Bieber, 
B.0.B., and Drake were among the many stars also nominated, follow-
ing a recent trend in the Grammys to primarily acknowledge top 40 
artists. Among the many performances that will take place are Cee Lo 
Green and Gwyneth Paltrow. The two will revisit their "SNL" duet of 
Green's "F*** You", which is nominated for Song of the Year. 
Lady Gaga originally planned to debut her next single, "Born This Way" 
at the Grammys on Sunday, but has decided that she could not wait that 
long. "Can't wait any longer, single coming Friday," she tweeted. Friday, 
Feb. 11 will see its debut, and it has already been praised by celebrities 
who have heard it, such as Perez Hilton and Elton John. 
MADE IN DAGENHAM 
Tuesday, February 8, 7:30 
RABBIT HOLE 
Wednesday, February 9, 7:30 
Thursday, February 10, 7:30 
Friday, February 11, 7:30 
Saturday, February 12, 2:30 & 7:30 
IFC MIDNIGHT- VICTIM 
Friday, February 11, 9:40 
Saturday, February 12, 9:40 
CASABLANCA 
Sunday, February 13, 2:30 & 7:30 
Monday, February 14, 7:30 
ART TICKLE: A SPOTLIGHT ON ARTISTS WE LOVE 
PHOTO COURTESY OF: http://laphamsquarterly.org 
clusions. 
V'l'R§'l'lfl'A WOOL'F 
Virginia Woolf, the 20th century liter-
ary modernist who produced such famous 
works as "Mrs. Dalloway" and "To the 
Lighthouse," was one of those rare artists 
who also worked extensively as a critic. 
While many writers and artists are 
known for their creations, often artists 
provide little commentary on their own 
work or that of others, leaving the reader 
with many gaps from which to draw con-
The novels "Mrs. Dalloway" and "To the Lighthouse" were inspired by the nov-
els of Woolf's contemporaries-the former "Ulysses" by James Joyce and the later 
"Howard's End" by E.M. Forster. 
Another particularly intriguing aspect of Woolf's work was the personal nature 
of her art. "Mrs. Dalloway" is dominated by a sense of morbidity and a preoccupa-
tion with suicidal thoughts that prefigured Woolf's own self-inflicted death. She 
channels twisted, confused ideations into a contrastingly controlled work, creating 
as full a depiction of the war-tormented veteran Septimus Warren Smith as she 
does the well-collected and pragmatic Clarissa Dalloway. 
Woolf is also known for her association with the Bloomsbury Group, a circle of 
intellectuals that included the economist John Maynard Keynes and literary con-
temporaries Forster and Kate Mansfield. 
- James Thaler '12 
YES, 
STOCKHOLM 
Come to an Informational Meeting: 
Mather Hall 
February 10, 2011 
11:30 AM - 1:30 PM 
THE SWEDISH PROGRAM 
STOCKHOLM UNIVERSITY 
Amos Lee Takes His Talents to 
the Desert with New Record 
MA TT MAINULI '13 
ARTS EDITOR 
Amos Lee's fourth studio album, 
"Mission Bell," is a clever batch of orig-
inal country ballads and soulful folk 
tunes. The 33-year-old songwriter from 
Philadelphia has been performing since 
2004, when Norah Jones took him on 
tour as her opening act. Lee is backed 
by the band Calexico, a large americana 
group from Los Angeles that gives the 
album a sacred southwest feel. "Mission 
Bell'' features a long list of musical 
guests such as Willie Nelson, Lucinda 
Williams and Sam Beam of Iron & 
Wine . It sounds as if the whole album 
was recorded inside of a crumbling clay 
church in the Arizona desert. The 
album centers on themes of forgiveness, 
adventure and love. As a narrative, 
"Mission Bell" tells the story of a man 
who crosses the border into Mexico, 
hoping to leave his sinful past behind. 
Lee is a former elementary school 
teacher with a graceful and honest 
voice. He started playing guitar at the 
University of South Carolina when he 
realized that he wouldn't be able to 
play basketball anymore. The 6'2" 
English Major graduated in 1995 and 
found work at a local record store . 
Finding inspiration in the jazz artists 
Thelonious Monk and Miles Davis, Lee 
worked on songwriting in his spare time 
and finally got up the nerve to sing in 
public. This act surprised many people, 
including Lee's own parents. The shy 
aspiring rock star had not even sung a 
word to his closest friends until his sen-
ior year of college. 
"Mission Bell" begins with a dusty 
tale of a man looking to leave town. "El 
Camino" describes a man, "headed 
down to the mission bell/gonna wash 
[his] soul." No barbed wire fence or 
murder of crows can stop him. It's a 
beautifully described narrative, com-
plete with touches of soft southwest 
trumpet and old saloon-style piano. The 
song is pattered with some fluttering 
jazz brushes at the pace of a lonely soul 
walking through the copper desert. Lee 
strums the guitar like a hummingbird 
around a simple blues arrangement. 
''Violin" is a powerful pop tune that 
backing vocals by Sam Beam create an 
attack-and-release song construction 
not unlike that of Urban's "Stupid Boy." 
Distant guitar distortion gives the song 
a zero-gravity feeling of uncertainty 
reflected in the lyrics: "Every time I try 
to lie down/ I can't even close my eyes 
now." The singer takes comfort in the 
sound of an old violin that "pulls him 
through" the tough times in life. It's 
really a ballad about the strength that 
music can give the soul. 
If you are as crazy about ride sym-
bols as I am, then you will love 
"Flower," the fourth track off of 
''Mission Bell." The song features a 
Wallflowers-style organ and a ridicu-
lously catchy chorus. It begs you to get 
up out of your seat in the lobby of the 
library and start awkwardly clapping in 
time. "I know that by tomorrow/ [it's] 
gonna be all right," Lee reminds his 
new mate in this piano driven love 
song. In this strange new land, Lee's 
love seems to him like a flower that 
"blooms every hour" as he constantly 
finds love in someone new. 
Lee stays optimistic as he journeys 
across the border in "Mission Bell." 
While it is always difficult to leave 
home, Lee explains in his work that 
sometimes you just know when it is 
time to pack up and go. When that time 
comes, you will be ready because life 
never throws you anything that you 
can't handle. 
could have easily been found on a Keith PHOTO COURTESYOF:hnp://lastfin 
Urban album. Slide guitar and simple Lee just released his latest album, "Mission Bell." 
Ver yo-w ha.NfV Cl-Y\I 







Senior Joints Bring Trinity a 
Night of Spontaneity and Joy 
continued from page 1 
or perhaps the Joints really missed 
each other over break, but this was 
possibly the best show the Joints have 
put on this academic year. 
For improv to be successful, there 
has to be some chemistry and a lot of 
trust between the players. From the 
moment the Joints stepped on stage, 
the audience could feel the connection 
the Joints had with each other. But 
even more importantly, the Joints 
were able to reach out and connect 
with the audience. Just as the audi-
ence was ~ble to feed off of the energy 
of the players, the players fed off the 
laughter of the audience. Also con-
tributing to this connection was the 
fact that throughout the show, charac-
ters and scenes would reappear to 
make it feel like the players and the 
audience were in on an inside joke. 
The show began with a skit, the 
only planned part of the performance. 
Moore lead the group as if they were in 
a Joints rehearsal. Their task was to 
discover the humor in any mundane 
object. The Joints all gasped as Moore 
removed the scarf on top of the black 
box with a flourish to reveal two paper 
cups. After many tries and much 
laughter from the audience, the Joints 
sadly discovered that they were unable 
to come up with anything funny about 
the paper cups. Frustrated with their 
failure, they decided to kick one of 
their members out of the group. After a 
supposedly random drawing, where 
everyone was supposed to pick a num-
ber but everyone picked "Liam" 
instead, their youngest member was 
forced to go stand in the corner for the 
rest of the first skit. 
Another necessary quality of a good 
improv performance is the ability of 
the players to take risks. Moore and 
Feigon were especially talented in this 
regard. During a scene in which 
McCook was a struggling songwriter, 
Moore knelt on the floor and batted his 
eyelashes, trying to seduce McCook. It 
was just starting to work, Moore 
prancing across the stage, when 
Feigon entered. Speaking in a raspy 
Russian accent and eating pretend 
cookies in front of him, she asked 
McCook, "Do you want some? I have 
some crumbs left in my mouth." 
Needless to say, McCook chose Feigon. 
The audience also loved when the 
troupe used short form improv games, 
similar to those used on the television 
show, "Whose Line is it Anyway?" One 
of the most memorable games was the 
"Question Game" in which each player 
must only ask questions in a scene. 
The game goes fast and if a player can-
not think of a question or accidentally 
says a statement, that player must 
leave the scene to be replaced by 
another player. Feigon got the biggest 
laugh when she stepped into the scene 
and boldly stated "I'm pregnant," los-
ing instantly. 
Overall, the show was a big sue· 
cess, if the constant laughter of the 
audience was anything to go by. 
Fortunately, Trinity is in for a lot more 
shows this semester, including "Secret 
Shows." The troupe is going to be pre· 
forming at random places throughout 
campus and at random times. The 
Joints will be revealing where through 
Facebook statuses and Twitter a cou-
ple of hours before the performances 
take place, so keep an eye out. If the 
rest of the performances are as good as 
Saturday's was, Trinity is going to be 
in for a treat. 
HUMOUR 
)\ fbaus of mc~"O'l' :)ero~uction 
''Jl:gain5t t/je assauft of faug/jter, not/jing can stan5. " ~ marli ~wain 
Top 10 Ways to Spot a Senior 
SARAH QUIRK '11 
KEEN OBERVER OF THE HUMAN CONDITIO 
Now that the Spring semester is in fall effect, I believe it is time that the underclassmen learn how to identify seniors. Why, you might ask? 
First, for their own safety. Knowing if someone is a senior or not will help you figure out who you can push in frat lines (though I'm not one 
to endorse such pushing), and who you should let interrupt your Career Services meeting. Secondly, for all you underclassmen boys looking for 
lust, if you can find yourself a senior girl, you have practicality on your side when it comes to the relationship talk: We're graduating in May. 
1. They can be heard loudly complaining about their senior thesis, so that everyone within earshot will know 
that A) they're a senior and B) that they're at least somewhat smart. 
2. As a result, they can be found in the back of Level A or on the top floor of the library decorating their thesis 
"carrels" instead of doing work and hoarding books they have not checked out. Badass. 
3. They can be found nervously loitering in and around the Career Services Office, shooting death glares at any 
first-years or sophomores that come in to "just get a head start on their resume." 
4. The girls dress almost as provocatively as the freshmen, recognizing their status as "old news" in the eyes of 
the male population, and approach all pledges at frat doors with a "you should know who I am" attitude. 
5. Goth chic. They are dressed in black far more often than other classes, partly in honor of the period of 
mourning that is job searching/ being unemployed, and partly because it is convenient, as they are often en 
route to internships and interviews and need to look "professional." 
6. They go out the most often, but tend to be the most sober (not actually sober, but relative to the freshman) 
because they have to be in the library by 9 a.m. the next morning. Do work, son. 
7. They are the only students on campus that can both confidently and successfully navigate through Trinity 
Commons. As a result, they have developed quite the relationship with the Registrar's Office ..• and not neces-
sarily a positive one. 
8. They have complete power over the atmosphere of the Grand Reading Room, controlling the noise level and 
sociability permitted on a given evening. Well, except during finals. That's just an f***ing mess. 
9. They are the only guys that don't belong to frats that can get in without having to sneak in with 18 of their 
closest (and hottest) girl friends, or needing to "call a brother." 
10. The exception to rule #6: they are the least sober during the last month of school, as by that point they 
have either lost all hope of having a successful future or have already secured a job. As a result, upperclassmen 
dorms can be heard blasting music that was popular four years ago and groups of senior girls can be heard cry-
ing and screaming simultaneously during their pre-games. This is the traditional (albeit less healthy) way of 
mourning one's adolescence, for we will not go quietly into the night! We will not vanish without a fight! 
1111m;r nn 1!!11 :um-u~1n £Yll nn 
lml£ !Dl!ID ll!B!lftln! 
FACT: Writing for the Humour Page makes you more attractive 
to the opposite sex. It's just science. Submit to 
meghan.mcevoy@trincoll.edu 
, 
"I'll write another thesisf ... Let me stay!" 
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W. Basketball Tops Tufts, Falls to Colby W. Squash Stays Strong 
EMILY BOWER '13 
SPORTS CONTIUBUTOR 
On Jan. 29, the Trinity 
College women's basketball 
team fell to Colby College in a 
game that was much closer 
than the score reflects. The 
Colby College Mules started 
the game with an 8-0 run and 
led the game the entire first 
half, with the Bantams 
pulling as close as within two 
points . Despite trailing the 
first half, the Bantams more 
than doubled their field goal 
percentage in the second half, 
as well as almost doubling 
their three-point percentage . 
With five minutes left on 
the clock, Trinity tied the 
score at 44 thanks to a couple 
of clutch three-pointers by 
Kaitlin Ciarleglio '12 and 
Carly Napier '13, as well as a 
steal by Heather Lyhne '13 
that resulted in a basket for 
the Bantams. 
However, the Mules made 
two free throws (they shot 87 
percent from the charity 
stripe with two players finish-
ing 10-10 from the line), fol-
lowed by a three-point play 
and a three-pointer. 
These decisive plays 
allowed the Mules to pull 
away, winning the New 
England Small College 
Athletic Conference 
(NESCAC) matchup 59-48. 
The loss to Colby came on 
the heels of a loss to Bowdoin 
College, and as a result, the 
Trinity women dropped to 12-
7 overall and 2-3 in the 
NESCAC. 
"Our underclassmen are 
vital to our team's success, 
whether it's pushing everyone 
to improve in practice or mak-
ing clutch plays during the 
game," said tri-captain Molly 
McGlynn '11 about the stand-
out play of the team's under-
classmen. 
One such player, according 
to McGlynn, is guard Napier, 
who ended the game against 
Colby with 17 points, two of 
which were behind the arc and 
"helped boost team morale 
and get us back on track late 
in the second half." 
Lyhne was recently moved 
to the guard position, but was 
still able to help the Bantams 
off the bench with four points 
and three steals . 
Thanks to the strong 
underclassmen presence, the 
Bantams rebounded this 
weekend with a win against 
Tufts University on Senior 
Day. The win marks the end of 
a six-game, five-year losing 
streak against the No . 10 
ranked Jumbos and also 
helped the Bantams clinch a 
playoff bid. 
Unlike the Colby game, the 
Bantams maintained a strong 
lead throughout the second 
half. 
Fun Facts About: 
JENNIFER ROYAL5 I PHOTO CONTIUBllfOR 
Shantel Hanniford '14 shOOIS against Tufts. 
"Not only did it feel amaz-
ing to win on Senior Day, but 
it was a great indicator of 
what our team is capable of as 
we approach the playoffs," 
said McGlynn. 
With the win on Senior 
Day, Trinity improves to 3-4 in 
the NESCAC and 13-8 overall. 
Coming up this week for 
Trinity are two conference 
games at home against 
Williams College and 
Middlebury College , as the 
Bantams seek to gain momen-
tum before heading into the 
post-season. 
In NESCAC Tourney 
continued from page 16 
both Catalina Pelaez, '14, and 
tri-captain Robyn Williams '11 
led the Bantams to a 6-3 victo-
ry over the Quakers. More dif-
ficult five set wins by Alicia 
Rodriguez, '13 and Andrea 
Echeverria, ' 12, contributed to 
the victory in Philadelphia, 
Penn. 
The next match for Trinity 
will be against Harvard 
University, the No. 1 ranked 
team in the country, on Feb. 9 
at the Murr Athletic Center in 
Boston, Mass. This will be the 
most difficult match of the 
season. 
It is, "going to be very close 
and we are really going to 
have to push," said Coach 
Bartlett. 
That said, the positive 
energy that the team possess-
es this year leaves the possi-
bility of victory very possible. 
Senior day for the Bantams 
will be against Princeton 
University on Feb. 13 at 1 p.m. 
at Trinity's own George A. 
Kellner Squash Center. 
All seniors will be playing 
in the line-up. The student 
body is encouraged to come 
out and wish their seniors 
luck in their final home 
match! 
The women's squash team topped Middlebury to become NESC AC champions. 
No team in the history of the Super Bowl has 
ever come back from a deficit greater than 10 
points. At most, the Packers led by 17 points. 
Undergraduate Semester and 
Summer Programs in 
Costa Rica and South Africa 
For the first time ever, there were no cheer-
leaders present at the Super Bowl. The 
Steelers and the Packers are two of seven 
teams in the National Football League (NFL) 
who do not have professional cheerleaders. 
The Giants, Jets, Browns, Bears, and Lions 
round out the remaining five teams. 
The Black Eyed Peas are the first current 
group to perform since Janet Jackson and her 
infamous "wardrobe malfunction" in 2004. 
Fergie is also the first female performer to be 
featured since Janet Jackson. 
Semester Programs in Summer Programs in 
*Global Health * Field Tropical Biology 
* Global Health Issues 
in S , th Africa 
* Tropical Biolog 
*African Ecol -;;~te~1111r... 
Hands-on fieU researe/;; in kaaing g/,obal 
bw/,ogical fieU stations 
Duke University [«' Organization for Tropical Studies 
Apply Nowt www.ots.duke.edu • 919-684-5774 
otsadmissions@duke.edu and contact your Study Abroad Office 






The ..yomen's basketball 
team celebrated its sen· 
iors on Sat'urday. 
page 15 
The Trinity Tripod 
M. and W. Squash Clinch NESCACs Men's Swimming Finds 
LYDIA KAY '13 
SPORTS EDITOR 
The Trinity College men's 
and women's squash teams 
won their fifth New England 
Small College Athletic 
Conference (NESCAC) title in 
a row at home in the George A. 
Kellner Squash Center this 
past weekend. Since the 
NESCAC tournament began 
five years ago, both Trinity 
squads have remained unde-
feated. 
The men beat the Colby 
College Mules, 8-1, in the 
quarterfinals, Middlebury 
College by 8·1 in the semifi· 
nals, and Williams College by 
9-0 in the finals. All seats, No. 
1 through No. 9, won 3-0 in 
the finals. 
The weekend's highlights 
include Antonio Diaz Gonzalez 
Salas' '12 performance. Salas 
kept his opponent to less than 
12 points at the number five 
seat. The Bantams extended 
their infamous winning streak 
to 238 matches. 
The women's team also 
improved to 12-1 and added to 
their winning streak of six 
matches. The women, ranked 
No. 1 in the tournament, 
defeated Bowdoin College by 
9·0 in the quaterfinals, Bates 
College in the semis, 8·1, and 
Middlebury in the finals, 9-0. 
All nine Trinity seats won 
3·0, proving that the 
Middlebury College Panthers 
were no match for the 
Bantams. 
Tri-captain Emery Holton 
'11 allowed only eight points to 
be scored against her in three 
games; the rest of the lineup 
won decisive matches as well. 
The Trinity women have 
been victorious in 12 out of the 
13 matches they have played 
this season. Apart from the 
close 6-3 loss to Yale 
University (ranked No. 2 
nationally), Trinity (No. 3) 
continues to thrive. 
The Jan. 30 match against 
Cornell University (No. 7) was 
one of their best matches. 
Coach Wendy Bartlett attrib· 
utes this to the fact that the 
girls are "an extremely bonded 
team and very close, much 
closer than last year." 
Though many of last year's 
top seats were seniors, this 
year's relatively young team 
has worked hard and has pro· 
duced impressive results. 
"This year was much more 
harmonic because we all have 
the same goal and vision," said 
tri-captain Pamela Hathway 
'12. 
The team's cohesiveness is 
a notable and key factor in its 
success. The Jan. 22 match 
against the University of 
Pennsylvania was another 
decisive victory for the 
Bantams. Quick 3·0 wins by 
see W. SQUASH on page 15 
EMILY GJTILEMAN '11 I SPORTS EDITOR 
The men's squash team defeated Williams to become five-time NESCAC champs. 
1984- - Bilfy Kidd and James Huega win the first ments 
Olympic Alpble skiing medals for the United States with a 
silver and bronze in the slalom. 
1986--Spud Webb, who at 5'7" was one of the shortest play-
ers in the history of professional basketball, wins the NBA 
slam dunk contest, beating his Atlanta Hawks teanunate and 
1985 dunk champ, the 6'8" Dominique Wilkins. 
1996 - Charles Barkley becomes the 22nd NBA player to 
reach 20,000 points, scoring 30 in the Phoenix Suns' 107-102 
victory over New Jersey. 
2003 -- Mario Lemieux becomes the 10th player in NHL his-
tory to reach 1,000 career assists. He has four in Pittsfn:tfgh's 
5-2 victory in Boston. 
Success in Dual Meets 
HARRY HAWKINGS '14 
STAFF WRITER 
When the Trinity College 
Bantams Men's Swimming and 
Diving team began their official . 
season this fall in early 
November, Coach Kristen 
Noone was optimistic about the 
team's potential. Hard work 
seems to have paid off because 
as the season comes to a close, 
the Bantams are poised to make 
a run at the New England Small 
College Athletic Conference 
(NESCAC) Championships, 
hosted by Bowdoin College on 
February 25, and perhaps even 
the national tournament held in 
Tennessee. 
The season, however, has 
not been without its challenges. 
The Bantams struggled at the 
beginning of their competitive 
schedule, dropping three con· 
secutive meets to Bates College, 
Wesleyan University, and 
Connecticut College. Initial 
stumbling blocks aside, the 
team rebounded terrifically over 
winter break, achieving four 
consecutive victories, including 
three in five days against 
Wheaton College, Vassar 
College, and the University of 
Rhode Island. 
The team also defeated 
Colby in January. Coach Noone 
said about her team's tough 
month, "I think our team 
showed its strength and forti-
tude in performing well, despite 
a tough training regimen prior 
to those meets." The Bantams 
recently fell to Bowdoin over the 
weekend. Despite this loss, the 
· team has been able to remain 
positive as they push towards 
the finish line. 
With their final meet this 
weekend against Roger 
Williams University, the 
Bantams plan to turn their 
attention towards the NESCAC 
championships and possibly the 
national tournament in March. 
The team has been training 
all year long, and Coach Noone 
is confident that her athletes 
will be rewarded. She says, "I 
am confident we will see some 
spectacular performances and 
most likely over 100 lifetime 
best times as well as some 
National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) 
Championship qualifying diving 
scores." 
In addition to this year's 
team, the future looks bright for 
the program as well. There are 
15 First-year students on the 
team who will undoubtedly con· 
tinue to show improvement and 
contribute to the success of the 
Bantams. 
AVID SPORTS FAN? 
CONTRIBUTE TO 
THE TRIPOD? 
WRITE FOR THE 
SPORTS SECTION! 
Email us at 
emily.gittleman@trincoll.edu 
or lydia.kay@trincoll. ed u. 
